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How AppNeta Maps ECMP

In the past, large enterprises that wanted to employ ECMP routing to gain network 
bandwidth and resiliency did so at the expense of proactive visibility into the many 
potential paths traffic may take from source to destination. Thanks to AppNeta 
Performance Manager, enterprises no longer have to make that false compromise of 
performance over visibility when employing the latest ECMP monitoring techniques

Looking at ECMP in action

Let’s say a business’ peak need for bandwidth is 500 Mbps for a single office. At the end 
of the day, employing five 100 Mbps circuits is a fundamentally stronger architecture 
than leveraging just one 500 Mbps circuit. This model makes it so that when one circuit 
is experiencing issues (which is inevitable), the other four circuits can operate normally. 
Essentially, by using five paths instead of one, end users may only experience a slight 
brownout rather than a total blackout when a single circuit goes down. (In fact, with 
proper planning, users may not even notice any interruption). 

The challenge with managing and monitoring ECMP comes as a side effect of the added 
resiliency. By leveraging multiple, independent circuits, your standard legacy monitoring 
can only report on device status while basic active testing may only be looking at one 
network path/flow and not the complete picture. By taking multiple network circuits and 
pseudo-randomly distributing loads across them, one user’s experience may be severely 
degraded while others are completely unaffected. One connection running well may 
mask another that’s having performance issues similar to how DNS clusters can often 
mask an underperforming server.

As with any approach to networking, the only way to guarantee success is by having as 
much visibility into the network as possible. In this case, teams need to have hop-by-hop 
visibility across all delivery paths at the same time. 
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How AppNeta tackles ECMP monitoring

VISUALLY CORRELATE 
APPLICATION PERFORMANCE 

IN ONE PLACE 

• AppNeta collects performance across all 

routes over time, allowing IT to isolate network 

performance across all possible ECMP routes 

from every location

• By taking a comprehensive look across the 

entire network, IT teams don’t need to employ 

a patchwork of monitoring solutions when 

they employ AppNeta, streamlining the 

management and monitoring stack

AppNeta Performance Manager allows customers using ECMP techniques to have visibility into all possible routes the 
traffic may be distributed across. This includes actively monitoring for route discovery across the most popular protocols to 
ensure all traffic is accounted for. With AppNeta’s active approach to network monitoring, teams can:

PERFORM NETWORK ROUTE DISCOVERY

• With AppNeta’s ability to monitor TCP, UDP and ICMP, IT can detect and configure the source 
ports (typically UDP) used for each ECMP route to ensure complete coverage of all possible 
network paths. 

• AppNeta’s network path monitoring can leverage that understanding of the paths to actively 
measure performance down any or all possible routes in the ECMP environment, restoring 
critical visibility into the performance delivered by each circuit. 

VISUALLY CORRELATE APPLICATION PERFORMANCE IN ONE PLACE 

• AppNeta collects performance across all routes over time, allowing IT to isolate network 
performance across all possible ECMP routes from every location.

• By taking a comprehensive look across the entire network, IT teams don’t need to employ 
a patchwork of monitoring solutions when they employ AppNeta, streamlining the 
management and monitoring stack. 

ABOUT APPNETA 
AppNeta is the only network performance monitoring solution that delivers deep, actionable, end-to-end network performance data from the end-user perspective. 
With AppNeta’s SaaS-based solution, IT and Network Ops teams at large, distributed enterprises can quickly pinpoint issues that affect network and business-critical 
cloud application performance, regardless of where they occur. AppNeta is trusted by some of the biggest Fortune 1000 companies, including 3 out of the 5 largest 
corporations in the world, as well as 4 out of the 5 largest cloud providers. For more information, visit www.appneta.com

1.800.508.5233  |  SALES@APPNETA.COM  |  APPNETA.COM

Request a demo today to learn more about 
AppNeta’s 4-dimensional approach to  
network performance monitoring.
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